Create more magical moments with Gale In Context

Inspire lively class discussions, improve student performance, and create more magical moments where students just “get it” in English language arts (ELA) classrooms. With Gale In Context, you can contextualize ELA to help students find more meaning in literature and build essential cross-curricular literacy skills. Students can:

• Take the study of literature deeper with high-quality informational texts that provide facts and background knowledge.
• Access diverse perspectives around U.S. and world events.
• Discover primary sources for firsthand perspectives on authors and history.
• Explore current events to give greater context for assignments in American or world literature classes.
• Find custom infographics like character maps and browse for works by era, genre, or theme.

Enrich student experiences and accelerate outcomes by engaging students, equipping educators, and removing barriers to learning. With relevant content delivered in a real-world way, vetted materials to personalize learning, and tools to increase access for all, Gale In Context: For Educators helps you improve ELA teaching and learning.

Ready to learn how Gale In Context supports ELA classes? Contact your Gale representative.